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(Individual Action)   
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Guided &                                                     
Guarded

Outdoor prevenT

“T” for TRAVEL 

G3 is a MUST for 

everyone who go out 



prevenT     
TRAVEL is concept is a 
MUST everyone who 

goes out of their HOME. 
Almost Travel 

precautions are important 
to everyone except those 

who are bedridden  



prevenT     
When you go out, go                         
prepared  to remain                            

unbitten by Mosquitoes.                   
Carry                         

MOS-KIT
with you



prevenT     
There are hundreds who 
have mosquito foolproof 
homes, but died due to 

mosquito bite when they 
went outside.                           

e.g. Yash Chopra



“prevenT” (TRAVEL)

G3                                               

GO                                   

GUIDED &                                    

GUARDED 
,                                                             

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE  & CONCEPT 

Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master



Why “T” in “prevenT” ?                

“T” stands for “Travel”.

MUSTQUITO is one issue that cannot be 
restricted to your place of stay / work, but  
also your  travel and stay outside, as 
MOSQUITOES are there everywhere.             

There are umpteen incidents when people 
who enjoyed mosquito-protected 
environment, succumbed to mosquito-bite 
either during their travel or the place where 
they went and stayed 



When you go out, go 
prepared to remain 
unbitten by 
Mosquitoes. Carry 
MOS-KIT* with you  

There                                                                                                                        
are  hundreds who had 
mosquito foolproof homes, 
but died due to mosquito 
bite when they went outside. 
e.g. Yash Chopra  

EXPOSURE TO MOSQUITOES IS QUITE HIGH WHILE YOU GO OUT

Outdoor  prevenT

prevenT

(TRAVEL)                           

G3   

Go                                     

Guided &                                                     

Guarded

A MUST & 

COMMON for 

EVERYONE 

who go out 

on travel, 

tour & even 

short visits 

G3 is a 

MUST for 

everyone  

MOS-KIT* a set of repellent that you 

carry when you go out     



Why prevenT -prevenT (TRAVEL)                                                             
Go Guided &  Guarded  assumes all  importance when  we 
come across instances of even  most affluent & educated  

with awareness have  lost their LIVES due to lack of 
protection from mosquito in their place of     VISIT / STAY

Dr Sumedh Pazare Doctor Mumbai BYL 

Hospital died of dengue
Dr Shruthi of KEM Hospital died due 

to DENGUE 

FILM  WORLD BRAHMA                    

YASH CHOPRA died due to Dengue 

Tamil Nadu leading film artiste’s only 

son died by BRAIN FEVER in 2015





prevenT                      
(TRAVEL)

G3   
Go                                     

Guided &                                                     
Guarded  

When you go out, 
go prepared to 

remain unbitten by 
Mosquitoes  

There are hundreds
who have mosquito
foolproof homes, but
died due to mosquito
bite when they went
outside.

Our safety concerns 
and “SAFETY  LIST”

also  includes 
protection from 
MOSQUITOES   

EXPOSURE TO MOSQUITOES IS QUITE HIGH WHILE YOU GO OUT

Outdoor  prevenT



Dengue-prone 

nations in dark 

yellow colour. 

Look the status 

of your  Nation  

Dengue transmission spread from Southeast Asia into

surrounding subtropical and tropical Asian countries, southern

China and southern Taiwan, the Indian subcontinent and Sri

Lanka, and down the island nations of Malaysia, the Philippines,

New Guinea, north-eastern Australia, and several Pacific islands,

including Tahiti, Palau, Tonga, and the Cook Islands .Hyper-

endemic transmission is reported in Vietnam, Thailand,

Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines.

Dengue continues to extend its range.



There are hundreds who have mosquito 
protection in their home, office and even 
car, but were affected when they went 

out due to MOSQUITO BITE

It is better that they know 
something about the place 
of their visit whether it is                

MOSQUITO-PROOF or 
MOSQUITO-PRONE AREA 

Take guidance and 
guard themselves  

by taking repellents 
with them (spray or 

cream)



MOS-KIT Bag. Stuff inside the
repellents you use & take it with
you like. For a short duration these
are okay

prevenT ( TRAVEL) G3

Carry with you MOS-KIT

MOS-KIT MOS-KIT MOS-KIT  MOS-KIT MOS-KIT



1. One can apply mosquito repellent cream and go.  It 
is always better to carry a tube or bottle of mosquito 
repellent cream  with you  

2. There  are sprays which will keep the Mosquito 
away . It is necessary when you attend outdoor event 
& meetings 

3. Cover Your Body. Wear light-coloured, long-sleeved shirts and 
pants with fabric thick enough to prevent mosquitoes from 
biting.The occurrence of mosquito  bites can be minimised by 
wearing long-sleeved shirts, and long pants to reduce exposed 
skin. 

4. Wear SHOES & LONG SOCKS 



What is meant by TRAVEL 
in the context of                  

Mosquito Menace ?            
TRAVEL has two components 

1. ACTUAL TRAVEL,
from WALKING to using
any mode of transport,
the time you spend in
commuting

2. STAY, from one minute 
to any length of time in 
another place. Stay 
includes the time you 
spend in a park, elevator, 
playground, cinema, etc. 

“prevenT”



What is a TRAVEL  from the MOSQUITO point of view?

Protect yourself from mosquito while you do above TRAVELS 



Inside your HOME & 
outside your  home, 

but inside your 
compound  e.g. 

terrace

Using open space 
anywhere even 
for a brief chat 

During  a 
surface, water 
& air transport  

TRAVEL                

Inside a 
LIFT

Staying in a     Host-
house, Guest- house, 
Lodge, Hostel & Tent  

( any shelter) 

Time spent in a 
Park, Garden & 

Sanctuary   

Time spent in a 
playground / 

sports stadium    

Time spent in 
a  cinema 

/auditorium 

Tourist spot & 
Place of 
Worship 

STAY  includes TIME SPENT

“prevenT”



If it is a area is infested with mosquitoes, the host 

should keep a CAUTION BOARD 


